
Arising  
- a vision and heartbeat  

Arising.…emerge, become 
apparent, come into being, 
originate, rise, get up, emerge, 
spring, appear… 

Arise, shine, for your light has 
come, and the glory of the LORD 
rises upon you.” (Isaiah 60:1) 

I see a host of angels surrounding all God’s creatives as they gather and Arise! It’s 
a sight to behold - wings of many colours beating together like a flock of birds 
that suddenly take flight and all you can see is a flurry of feather and all you hear 
is the sound of beating wings. It is an army in waiting, waiting for God’s creatives 
to arise and shine for the glory of the Lord truly shines upon them. He is calling 
His artists to make visible His words for His people. His healing for people. Art 
that unlocks. Art that heals. Art that seals in His Seal. Art that restores, builds, 
encourages and expands people’s horizons taking them beyond their earthly 
imaginings into the expanses of God’s visions for each of their lives. 

Art that NEEDS to be seen, to horde it away would be sinful. These are words 
that need to be on people’s walls, in their houses, in their churches, written in 
their hearts. Words that keep speaking… uttering the prophetic continually into 
their lives as they gaze and revelation unfolds . 

Arise MY beautiful One, Arise! 

Making a difference… 

My heart is to see artists GROW in their confidence and anointing… I see 
an army dressed in light weight battle armour RUNNING TOGETHER in 
rhythm united, and encouraging one another higher and FURTHER and 
deeper and FULLER and broader….more of God’s creativity being seen and 
made …making GOD’S VOICE VISIBLE and impacting people’s lives….so 
that GOD’S HOUSE is BUILT in fellow believers, and so that the 
SPIRITUALLY CURIOUS are encouraged, HEALED and built up.  
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